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The clinical radiobiology of brachytherapy
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Abstract. The unique geometrical features of brachytherapy, together with the wide variety of
temporal patterns of dose delivery, result in important interactions between physics and radiobiology. These interactions exert a major influence on the way in which brachytherapy treatments
should be evaluated, both in absolute and comparative terms. This article reviews the main physical
and radiobiological aspects of brachytherapy and considers examples of their influence on specific
types of treatment. The issues relating to the optimization of high dose rate brachytherapy are
presented, together with the implications of multiphasic repair kinetics for low dose-rate and
pulsed high dose rate brachytherapy. The opportunities for application of radiobiological principles
to improve various brachytherapy techniques, together with the integration of brachytherapy with
teletherapy, are also outlined. Equations for the numerical evaluation of brachytherapy treatments
are presented in the Appendices.

The inevitable dose gradients in brachytherapy
ensure non-uniform dosage both within and outside target volumes. This could be considered as a
potential disadvantage, particularly since modern
teletherapy units can deliver high homogenous
doses to small target volumes [1]. The continuing
interest in brachytherapy stems from enhanced
technological capabilities to place radiation
sources accurately within and/or adjacent to
tumours, usually enabling a high tumour to normal
tissue dose ratio and a reduction in the volume of
normal tissue irradiated.
There are numerous reports regarding the in
vitro study of the dose rate effect [2–4] but until
recently, relatively few reports of direct investigations of brachytherapy effects in patients or
animal systems [5–14]. Accordingly, the biological
basis of clinical brachytherapy is less well developed than is the case for teletherapy: clinical
practice has evolved empirically from the pioneering days of continuous low dose rate (CLDR)
radium therapy.
The introduction of fractionated high dose-rate
(FHDR) brachytherapy [15–18] has prompted
radiobiological debate, because of the implication
that large fraction sizes would be used and because
overall treatment times would be longer than the
few days normally associated with CLDR [19–23].
Two of the radiobiological advantages of CLDR
(reduced normal tissue damage due to use of a low
dose rate, and short overall treatment time) may
not be emulated in FHDR. Successful use of this

modality thus requires a balancing of the potentially unfavourable radiobiological factors (i.e. high
dose rate and extended treatment time) against
favourable changes in the physical characteristics.
Brachytherapy was probably the first form of
conformal therapy [24]. Nowadays, improved
control of source placement and dwell times can
enhance the degree of conformity [25], and
interesting analytical methods (e.g. ‘‘natural’’
dose-volume histograms) have been developed for
quantifying the homogeneity of a brachytherapy
application [26–28]. Modern afterloading equipment allows accurate control of source position
and dwell times in continuous low dose rate, high
dose rate (HDR) and pulsed brachytherapy (PB).
These new features require an understanding of the
physical and radiobiological interactions because
optimization of five sequential processes is ideally
required in order to achieve the best therapeutic
results:
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There are clinical situations where the physical
dose aspects dominate the radiobiological
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(i) Accurate placement of catheter(s).
(ii) Arrangement of source dwell positions relative
to target volume.
(iii) Selection of source dwell times to provide
conformity.
(iv) Selection of dose delivery characteristics (i.e.
dose rate, dose per fraction or pulse size/pulse
interval ) for optimal tumour and normal tissue
biological doses.
(v) Scheduling of brachytherapy relative to teletherapy and other treatment modalities such
as surgery or chemotherapy.
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considerations, a corollary of this being that changing the radiobiological aspects of the prescription
is unlikely to improve a brachytherapy application
with poor treatment geometry. Similarly, simultaneous changes to the physical and radiobiological aspects (e.g. total dose, dose rate and applicator
design) can make difficult the subsequent identification of the relative contributions of each change
to the final clinical outcome [29].
For these reasons, radiobiological modelling can
guide the clinical development of brachytherapy.
Earlier power law equations [20, 22, 23, 30], have
been superseded by the linear quadratic (LQ)
model, which will be used throughout this article.
This is the best available model for the quantitative
assessment of clinical problems [31–33], primarily
because it allows distinction to be made between
the fractionation and dose rate sensitivities of
different tissue types [33–37].
Modelling studies have attempted to equate the
biological effects of the various brachytherapy techniques, to quantify the potential gains in tumour
control produced by source dwell time optimization within a line source, and to assess methods
which reduce over and under dosage of the critical
target structures [21, 23, 25, 29, 32, 38–40].
One of the potential problems with the LQ
model is that it may underestimate biological
response at low doses per fraction (<2 Gy) [41,
42]. For normal tissues, the corresponding (theoretically derived) dose rate for such enhanced radiosensitization would be <0.5 Gy h−1 [43]. For all
types of brachytherapy this would imply that tissues receiving dose per fraction or dose rates in
the critical range might be at greater risk than
suggested by LQ modelling, but the steep dose
gradients will ensure that the total doses involved
will be relatively small, so that the effect may not
be of clinical significance. Recent work on human
fibroblasts suggests a decrease in sensitivity with
decreasing dose rate [44].

Radiobiological factors relevant to
brachytherapy

that modulation of the fractionation or dose rate
provides a powerful means for changing the therapeutic ratio. These parameters are therefore
important in radiobiological intercomparisons
between FHDR, CLDR and PB.

Repair rates (m values)
Sub-lethally damaged cells have the propensity
to repair if allowed sufficient time [20, 21, 48]. If
further adjacent DNA damage accrues before the
earlier damage has had sufficient time to repair,
then the sub-lethal damage becomes lethal [32,
34]. This is a simplistic explanation of the repair
process, but sufficient for understanding many
aspects of clinical radiotherapy. A more mechanistic explanation of repair is provided by Curtis
[49].
Detailed analyses of repair data suggest that, for
critical normal tissues in particular, recovery may
be multiphasic, i.e. with two or more exponential
components [50–53], although for simplicity in
modelling mono-exponential kinetics are often
assumed. Average repair half-lives for mammalian
tissues are usually 0.5–3 h, with increasing evidence
that tumour recovery half-lives are probably
shorter than those for late-reacting normal tissues
[45]. In normal tissues exhibiting bi-phasic repair
the faster component typically has a half-time of
approximately 10–15 min [54].
The mono-exponential recovery constant (m) is
related to the repair half-life (T ) by:
1/2
0.693
m=
T
1/2
Repair rates and a/b ratios are the main parameters
which influence tissue responses when the dose
rate is changed [32, 43, 55]. Low dose rates imply
a low ionization density in the critical targets, thus
providing more opportunity for sub-lethally damaged cells to recover during the period of
irradiation. At higher dose rates the greater ionization density results in more conversion of sublethal to lethal damage.

Fractionation factors (a/b ratios)

Radiosensitivity and SF
2

These indicate the sensitivity of a given tumour
or organ to changes in dose per fraction or dose
rate. The parameters a and b (the linear and
quadratic sensitivity coefficients in the LQ equation) respectively determine the initial slope and
degree of downward curvature of the underlying
cell survival curve [45–47]. If the dose per fraction
(or dose rate) is decreased, those tissues possessing
lower values of a/b will be preferentially spared
relative to those with higher a/b values. Since most
late-reacting normal tissues are generally believed
to have lower a/b values than tumours, it follows

Although radiosensitivity is specified in terms
of the a and b parameters in the LQ model, for
CLDR and hyperfractionated HDR brachytherapy, a is the main determinant. There are several
laboratory techniques for the estimation of radiosensitivity [56, 57] but SF (the surviving fraction
2
of cells after a 2 Gy exposure) is the most widely
tested. The finding that SF is more predictive of
2
survival than tumour stage in stage I–III carcinoma
of the cervix, treated using CLDR brachytherapy
at around 1.5 Gy h−1 at Point A [57], probably
reflects the importance of total dose in the control
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of squamous tumours which have high a/b ratios
[58]. The dose rate effect (b dependent) will then
be much reduced. This assay cannot be expected
to be so predictive for higher dose rates and for
hypofractionated HDR brachytherapy, particularly for tumours or normal tissues which have
low a/b ratios. In such cases an SF
or an SF
5–7
assay at the relevant treatment dose rate would be
more appropriate.
Normal tissue radiosensitivity assays may
become increasingly important. The identification
of abnormally radiosensitive patients, such as
ataxia telangiectasia heterozygotes, may allow the
prospect of relatively safe dose increments to the
remainder of the patient population [59, 60].
However, there could also be potential dangers in
dose escalation after genetic screening since normal
tissue tolerance may be adversely influenced by
other factors such as extremes of age, previous
surgery and concomitant medical conditions.

T umour repopulation rates
It is known that many human tumours probably
possess cells with clonogenic doubling times of
only a few days [61–63]. The short length of time
taken to deliver a CLDR treatment thus represents
a few doubling times at most, so that any concurrent repopulation is small and insignificant. The
same considerations apply in the case of permanent
implants utilizing radionuclides with relatively
short half-life. In addition, short treatments may
also cause increased delays to the cell cycle with
enhanced radiosensitivity at the G2/M checkpoint [64].
For FHDR, the overall treatment time will usually be longer than with CLDR, so that repopulation between fractions can be significant.
Similarly, for permanent implants with nuclides
possessing long half-lives, the amount of repopulation during treatment will also cause a significant
proportion of the delivered dose to be wasted [65].

Hypoxia
Tumour radiosensitivity is adversely modified
by severe hypoxia [66–71]. There is considerable
debate as to whether oxygen is purely dose modifying or if the oxygen enhancement ratio (OER)
falls in a predictable way when either dose rate or
dose per fraction is reduced [66, 72–74]. There is
in vitro experimental evidence for a reduction in
OER when the dose rate is reduced [75]. In the
case of in vivo hyperfractionated teletherapy, the
OER does not appear to change significantly [76].
This may also hold true for hyperfractionated
HDR and CLDR brachytherapy, suggesting that
hypoxia may remain a significant cause of
radioresistance.
T he British Journal of Radiology, May 1998

The process of reoxygenation is likely to be time
dependent [77] and possibly dependent on tumour
shrinkage [78, 79]. Very short radiotherapy schedules will not allow for significant reoxygenation
but a relatively protracted teletherapy schedule
may well allow for subsequent brachytherapy in
more oxic conditions.
If hypoxia persists during radiotherapy, the conditions may be ideal for the administration of
hypoxic cell sensitizers (HCS) or bioreductive
drugs [68, 80], particularly during hypofractionated HDR or CLDR brachytherapy. The toxicity
normally encountered by prolonged exposure to
these drugs [81] should not then occur. The
availability of commercial microelectrodes [71]
and histological methods for the detection of significant hypoxia [72] may provide indications for
such intervention. Direct interstitial injection of
HCS to tumour tissue is possible in some situations, for example cervix cancer [82–84]. In the
case of intraoperative HDR brachytherapy, given
in a large single fraction, intravenous or interstitial
administration of HCS or the use of O and CO
2
2
gas mixtures with nicotinamide [76] should
enhance the killing of tumour cells.
The reduction of hypoxic radioresistance in brachytherapy has been attempted by the use of
neutron emitting Californium-252 sources [85].
Although promising results were reported, the elevated relative biological effectiveness (RBE) in
normal tissue, radiation protection problems and
high linear energy transfer (LET) carcinogenesis
risks preclude its widespread use.

Cell cycle eVects
For some cell lines an inverse dose rate effect
occurs whereby radiosensitivity increases, rather
than decreases, as the dose rate is reduced. The
likely explanation is that, at lower dose rates, cells
become halted in the relatively radiosensitive G
2
phase of the cell cycle. Thus, under continuous
irradiation at a critical dose-rate, an asynchronous
population of cells becomes a population of very
radiosensitive G cells. At higher dose rates the
2
cells are arrested in the prevailing phase [56].
Tumour sensitivity to CLDR is related to the
extent of the G2/M phase block [64]; the lowest
dose rate to prevent repopulation appears to be
the reciprocal of the mitotic delay per Gy of HDR
irradiation [86]. A mathematical model of cell
cycle progression during CLDR irradiation has
been developed [87].
The role of the inverse dose rate effect in CLDR
brachytherapy remains enigmatic. Dose rates of
the order of 0.3 Gy h−1 are known to induce this
effect in HeLa cells in vitro [88] but it is not
known if the phenomenon occurs in vivo. With
permanent implants, the dose rate may fall to the
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critical value necessary to precipitate the inverse
dose rate effect. However, dose rate inhomogeneities throughout a brachytherapy distribution probably ensure that only a fraction of the total number
of cells will be simultaneously subjected to that
critical dose rate.
Another aspect of cell cycle effects is the possibility that successive fractions may not produce an
equal biological effect per fraction [89].

Apoptosis
The control of apoptosis by the p53, bcl-2 and
other genes is now better understood, but the
contribution of this process to the radiation
response in vivo remains uncertain [90–95]. There
are interesting implications for radiotherapy since
p53 mutated cells exhibit enhanced cell survival in
hypoxia and reduced apoptotic death following
radiation exposure [92, 96]. Although such cells
cannot progress beyond the G1 phase in hypoxia
[97], they can do so in oxic conditions despite
simultaneous irradiation. Mitotic death exceeds
apoptotic death after radiation exposure, but the
relative apoptotic fraction may increase as dose
per fraction or dose rate is reduced [98–100]. The
contribution of apoptotic death to tumour control
during brachytherapy will thus be greater for hyperfractionated HDR or CLDR at very low dose
rates. Ling et al [98] found that the fraction of
cells undergoing apoptosis following four daily
fractions of 5 Gy was significantly greater than in
the case of one fraction of 20 Gy.
Although specific antisense gene therapy can
restore the apoptotic potential in patients with
lymphoma [101], such approaches have not been
tested with radiotherapy. However, in one study,
the pre-treatment apoptotic index was found to be
predictive of treatment failure in cervix cancer
treated by teletherapy and brachytherapy [102].

Biologically effective dose (BED) as
applied to brachytherapy
The BED at any particular location is defined
in terms of both physical and radiobiological parameters (see Appendices). It is a measure of the
total amount of lethal damage sustained by a
specified tissue and is protocol dependent. BED is
obtained by multiplying the total physical dose by
a modifying factor (the relative effectiveness per
unit dose, RE). This takes account of the physical
aspects of the delivery (e.g. dose/fraction, dose rate,
dose per pulse, etc.) together with specific radiobiological parameters characteristic of the irradiated
tissue. In the BED equations in this article the RE
factor is contained within square brackets.
The teletherapy dose within a target volume is
relatively homogeneous, thus a single BED figure
468

can be applicable throughout that volume. This is
not so for brachytherapy; the dose gradients ensure
that either dose or dose rate (and hence, BED)
vary with distance from the radiation source(s).
Calculations of BED at a few geometrical points
may not be sufficient to completely quantify the
true biological effect, an aspect frequently overlooked in intercomparisons of brachytherapy treatments. Dose gradient problems can be minimized
by a careful selection of the prescription points.
For tumours, the likelihood of cell kill rises dramatically in moving inward toward the source(s).
Provided the BED at the reference point (which is
part of a reference surface) is sufficient to ensure a
high tumour cure probability (TCP), any ‘‘overkill’’
within that surface can only be beneficial since the
additional dose will help eradicate radioresistant
tumour cells. Steel [103] emphasized the rapid fall
in cell kill probability from 100% to 0% over a
distance of only a few millimetres. Thus, if viable
clonogenic cells exist outside the dose reference
point, treatment failure is likely. The correct selection of the tumour dose prescription point is
therefore of considerable importance.
The influence of dose gradients within normal
tissues is less clear. Normal tissue toxicity will
depend on a complex interaction between the dose
variations within the tissue and the location of
potential target cells [104, 105]. Nevertheless, the
BED concept can be used effectively to analyse
and predict possible late complications. For
example, the proposed threshold BED for rectal
complications (calculated using an a/b value of
3 Gy) is 90 Gy, and for a 50% morbidity rate is
190 Gy [106].
The ‘‘equivalent’’ BED, within non-uniformly
irradiated tissues, may be obtained by considering
the integrated cell kill within the volume of interest
[107]. A BED value at a single dose reference
point can then be multiplied by a multiplying
factor (MF) to obtain the ‘‘equivalent’’ BED for
the tissue volume enclosed by the surface which
contains the dose reference point. The magnitude
of MF depends on the treatment prescription at
the reference point (i.e. dose/fraction for HDR,
dose rate for CLDR) and, to a lesser extent, on the
tissue radiobiological factors. For a radical brachytherapy treatment, the MF will typically be in the
range 1.1–1.30. The MFs for FHDR are summarised in Table 1 using an assumed a value for
tumour of 0.35 Gy−1. These factors apply to line
and single plane brachytherapy. For volume
implants they will be smaller and depend on the
prescription method and on the source loading
pattern. Multiplying factors are potentially useful
in the retrospective intercomparison of clinical
brachytherapy treatments, a difficult area due to
the various conventions used for treatment prescription [108, 109].
T he British Journal of Radiology, May 1998
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Table 1. Averaged multiplying factors for FHDR (a/b=
20 Gy; a=0.35 Gy−1)
Dose per
fraction
(Gy)

N=1 N=2 N=4 N=6 N=8 N=10

2
4
6
8
10

1.72
1.55
1.45
1.38
1.33

1.54
1.39
1.31
1.26
1.22

1.39
1.27
1.21
1.17
1.14

1.32
1.21
1.16
1.13
1.10

1.27
1.18
1.13
1.10
1.08

1.24
1.15
1.11
1.09
1.07

The radiobiological features of the main
types of brachytherapy
CL DR brachytherapy
Although few clinical trials have examined the
consequences of dose rate variations [8–10]
CLDR brachytherapy can provide excellent therapeutic results. Three factors, one physical and two
radiobiological, can explain the efficacy of CLDR
brachytherapy [11]. Tumour overkill occurs very
close to the radiation sources while more distant
normal structures are preserved—the physical dose
effect. Irradiation of normal tissues, at lower dose
rates than the tumour, allows additional radiobiological dose sparing. Finally, short treatment
durations of a few days limit the repopulation of
tumour clonogen during treatment, regardless of
cell cycle check point blocks. Despite these advantages, classical CLDR treatments should not be
viewed as being invariably the best achievable since
physical and radiobiological optimization may
allow further improvements.
The relative effectiveness of a single dose delivered at dose rate R over time period T is given by
the square bracketed expression in Equation (B1)
[32]. For a given dose D, this equation may be
rewritten in terms of treatment time, since R=
D/T . Figure 1 shows how the RE for a late-reacting
tissue varies for a single dose of 10 Gy, delivered
in times varying from 0.001 h to 1000 h. At low
dose rates the RE is ~1; at high dose rates it
approaches 4.33 when a/b=3 Gy and T =1.5 h.
1/2
This is the same RE as would be expected by
delivering an acute single fraction of 10 Gy, derivable from the RE factor in Equation (A1).
The change in RE with T for a constant dose
reflects the dose rate effect in the absence of any
repopulation. For the single dose of 10 Gy considered here, the major change in RE takes place
over the intermediate dose rate range, characterized by treatment times of between 1 and 10 h.
This is the region in which medium dose rate
brachytherapy treatments operate (treatment times
typically in the range 2–3 h for each fraction) and
relatively small changes in dose rate, requiring
changes in treatment time, have a significant
impact on the RE. The importance of treatment
T he British Journal of Radiology, May 1998

Figure 1. Variation of relative effectiveness (RE) of a
single dose of 10 Gy with treatment time (T ). Calculated
via Equation (B1), with dose rate (R) replaced by (10/T )
(assumed a/b=10 Gy, T =1.5 h).
1/2

time in understanding the dose rate effect is exemplified by Figure 1. Although the changes in RE
will be dependent on the precise tissue parameters,
the general shape of the curve is always the same,
with the largest changes in RE occurring for treatment times of the same order as the half-time for
repair of sublethal damage. Clinical trials confirm
that small changes in dose rate do influence clinical
outcome [8–10].
It is of additional interest to note that the
vertical extent of Figure 1 is governed solely by
the a/b ratio, the maximum RE (i.e. that at very
short treatment times) increasing with smaller a/b
values and vice versa. The lateral spread of the
curve is dependent on the recovery half-life. In
general terms, the curve is displaced to the left for
faster recovery rates and to the right for slower
recovery rates. In the case where the recovery
kinetics are bi-phasic the individual recovery components will exert most influence when the treatment times are comparable with the half-life of
that particular component. Thus, relative to a
mono-phasic repair process with the same average
repair half-time, the presence of a short half-life
component will have the effect of shifting the RE
curve slightly to the left at shorter treatment times.
The longer half-life component will have the effect
of shifting the curve rightward at longer treatment
times. A bi-phasic RE curve will thus tend to be
more ‘‘spread out’’ than its mono-phasic equivalent, the relative partitioning between the shortand long-lived components determining the overall
shape of the composite curve. RE variations for
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specific combinations of multiphasic recovery parameters may be determined using the square bracketed term in Equation (B4).

Fractionated high dose rate brachytherapy
HDR techniques typically involve dose rates
such that each fraction is normally completed in
less than 10 min. For such short exposure times
there is no dose rate effect per se, but correction
may be required for longer times, particularly if
stepping sources are used [110]. DNA repair
occurs only between successive fractions and, provided the gaps are long enough to ensure complete
repair, the repair rate is irrelevant. This explains
why LQ equations, for well spaced (>12 h) fractionated treatments, do not normally require a
correction for incomplete repair.
Although FHDR was introduced over 30 years
ago, the radiobiological comparisons between
FHDR and CLDR continue to be debated [22,
30, 111, 112]. Provided sufficient fractions are
used, FHDR can safely replace CLDR and produce
similar tumour and late tissue effects [21, 32, 113].
However, there are circumstances in which the
required number of fractions can be made small
without significant loss of the therapeutic ratio
(TR), as discussed below.

T he radiobiological correspondence between
dose rate and fractionation eVects: implications
for FHDR
The biological consequences of changing the
dose per fraction in a teletherapy treatment may
be emulated by changing the dose rate in a CLDR
treatment [32, 43]. The changes in cell survival
caused by increased fractionation or reduced dose
rate for two tissue types are illustrated in Figures
2–5. In each case the radiobiological sparing is
dependent on controllable factors (dose per fraction or dose rate), and on the shape of the underlying cell survival curve, characterized by the a/b
value. For a change in dose rate, the sparing is
additionally dependent on m.
It is the time dependent b-damage alone which
changes as dose rate is altered; the a-damage is
unaffected by changing dose rate and is related
only to the total dose [32]. The dose rate phenomenon is thus not determined by the dose rate per se;
it is the dose rate and the irradiation time which
together determine the magnitude of dose rate
effects. Radiobiology text books often omit this
essential fact.
Figure 6 shows how the iso-effect dose/fraction
for tumour and normal tissue varies with FHDR
as fraction number is varied. The reference CLDR
regime in this case is 40 Gy/48 h, and the assumed
radiobiological parameters are a/b=10 Gy, T =
1/2
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Figure 2. Effect of HDR fractionation on a tumour
(assumed a/b=10 Gy).

1.5 h (for a tumour) and a/b=3 Gy and T =
1/2
1.5 h (for a late-reacting normal tissue). The isoeffect doses have been calculated by equating
Equations (A1) and (B3). The fact that the two
curves are not coincident is a reflection of the
differing fractionation sensitivities of the two tissues. The point of equivalence, at which the effects
of the FHDR and CLDR treatments are identical
for both groups of tissues, is determined from the
intersection point of the two curves. For the
assumed CLDR regime and the parameters used
this occurs at approximately 11 fractions. Where
tumour and normal tissue recovery constants are
identical (as assumed here), the same result can be
obtained by application of the general Liversage
equation [21]. FHDR using less than 11 fractions
will have a lower TR relative to the CLDR.
Conversely, the use of over 11 fractions is likely to
improve the TR, but may be impractical. The
results of following this same procedure with a
tumour recovery half-life of 0.5 h, the other parameters remaining unchanged, are shown in Figure 7.
In this case the intersection occurs at around four
T he British Journal of Radiology, May 1998
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Figure 3. Effect of HDR fractionation on a late-reacting
normal tissue (assumed a/b=3 Gy).

fractions and fewer FHDR fractions are required
to achieve equivalence with the original CLDR
regime.
A further determinant of the fraction number is
the extent of sparing of normal tissue by geometric
factors [114–116]. Improved applicator placement
with FHDR provides reproducible additional geometrical sparing of normal tissues, especially in
gynaecological applications where displacement of
paravaginal (but not parauterine) tissues can be
achieved. Figure 8 is identical to Figure 6 (i.e. with
identical half-lives for tumour and normal tissue),
but with 20% normal tissue sparing. That is the
total dose and dose per fraction to the normal
tissue are each 20% less at FHDR than those
received by the tumour. The modest additional
geometrical sparing is seen to be very effective; the
intersection point has been reduced from 11 to 5
fractions. The benefits of combining 20% additional normal tissue sparing with a favourable differential in the recovery half-lives is illustrated in
Figure 9. This is the same as Figure 7, but with 20%
sparing. In this case the intersection point occurs
at one fraction. [114, 117–119]. The principal
T he British Journal of Radiology, May 1998

Figure 4. Effect of changing dose rate on a tumour
(assumed a/b=10 Gy, m=0.5 h−1).

conclusion is that additional geometrical sparing
of normal tissues using FHDR may easily cancel
out the potential radiobiological disadvantages
[120], the treatment being more ‘‘forgiving’’ of
adverse radiobiological parameters.
There is another reason why hypofractionated
FHDR may have advantages in certain circumstances [121]. The dose/fraction, like the total
dose, varies continuously with distance from the
source(s) and therefore the RE also varies with
distance. If the physical dose decreases with
increasing distance then, irrespective of the precise
physics of the dose fall-off, the radiobiological dose
gradient will always be steeper than the physical
dose gradient.
The nature of this effect is summarised in
Figure 10. If the BED values are matched at a
particular geometrical location (point M, part of
a three-dimensional iso-effect surface), then the
FHDR and CLDR dose gradients are different at
points closer to, or further from, the source. The
difference becomes larger as the number of FHDR
fractions is reduced, the FHDR producing more
biological damage than CLDR at locations within
the reference surface and increasingly less damage
471
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Figure 5. Effect of changing dose rate on a late-reacting
normal tissue (assumed a/b=3 Gy, m=0.5 h−1).

at locations without. Assuming that most of the
tumour lies inside the reference surface, and most
critical structures outside, this phenomenon predicts an enhanced TR for hypofractionated HDR
treatment.
Although this effect is easy to understand in
terms of point-source geometry, in the case of
multiple catheters and source/dwell positions it is
more difficult to predict the biological consequences, but three-dimensional radiobiological
treatment planning will allow further exploration
of these relationships [107]. Since each iso-effect
surface encloses a specific tissue volume, such
concepts may in future provide a method for
quantifying radiobiological volume effects in brachytherapy, particularly if reliable normal tissue
complication functions are included.

T he radiobiological optimization of
f ractionated HDR brachytherapy
Individual optimization of fractionation can be
studied for a given set of normal tissue and tumour
472

Figure 6. Variation of iso-effective dose for tumour and
late-reacting normal tissue with changing HDR fraction
number. Matched to a CLDR regime of 40 Gy/48 h.
Tumour and late-normal doses identical (assumed
parameters: (a/b) =10 Gy, (a/b) =3 Gy, (T ) =
tum
late
1/2 tum
1.5 h, (T ) =1.5 h).
1/2 late

parameters by calculus methods [122]. The optimum dose per fraction may be found as the
solution for d of Equation (F3), where f is the
mean interfraction interval. Equation (F3) assumes
that the tumour and critical normal tissue each
receive the same dose and dose/fraction.
When normal tissue sparing is achievable (as in
most brachytherapy applications), the equation is
modified to Equation (F4), where z is now the
tumour dose and d the normal tissue dose per
fraction. Factor g (=d/z) is the geometrical sparing
between tumour and normal tissue. Normal tissues
sparing helps in allowing FHDR to be performed
with relatively few fractions [114, 118, 119] and
Equation (F4) allows examination of the interplay
between the various parameters.
For example, Figure 11 shows values of optimum
dose/fraction for tumours with various dose
T he British Journal of Radiology, May 1998
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Figure 7. As for Figure 6, but with (T

) =0.5 h.
1/2 tum

equivalents of daily repopulation rates (K), treated
thrice weekly. When K is 0.6 Gy day−1 (typical of
some squamous cell carcinomas [33]) and with
g=0.8 (easily achievable in most gynaecological
applications) the optimal fraction size for the
tumour is in the range 3–8 Gy. This range corresponds with those found acceptable in clinical
practice [23, 109, 119] and has been obtained by
non-comparative application of LQ-based methodology, i.e. without reference to classical CLDR
prescriptions.
Where geometrical sparing cannot be achieved
(e.g. in central nervous system brachytherapy), the
use of smaller fraction sizes is indicated. If tumour
repopulation is a potential problem and if brachytherapy catheters can only remain in place for
relatively few days, then the interfraction interval
( f ) should be kept as short as possible [79].

Pulsed brachytherapy (PB)
PB involves the delivery of a large number of
radiation pulses over a time period similar to that
used in CLDR. Pulse durations are typically of the
order of 10–20 min, with interpulse intervals of up
to a few hours. The nominal dose rate within any
one pulse may be up to 12 Gy h−1 and, as with
T he British Journal of Radiology, May 1998

Figure 8. As for Figure 6, but with 20% geometrical
sparing for normal tissues at HDR.

FHDR, will be much higher in close proximity to
source dwell positions [123]. PB is designed to
provide the radioprotective benefits of FHDR for
hospital staff, whilst retaining the clinical advantages of delivering the entire dose within a few
days as in CLDR.
The potential of PB to mimic the radiobiological
aspects of CLDR is dependent on the interplay
between the pulse repetition frequency and the
interpulse interval. Use of the LQ model indicates
that, for pulses delivered at hourly intervals, there
should be no significant differences between PB
and CLDR [54, 124–126]. This appears to be
reasonably true irrespective of the repair rate.
However, if the number of pulses is decreased,
thereby increasing both the interpulse interval and
the dose per pulse, there may be a significant
increase in the complication risk for a sub-set of
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Figure 9. As for Figure 7, but with 20% geometrical
sparing for normal tissues at HDR.

cases [127]. This could be offset by reducing the
total dose, but only by concurrently decreasing the
tumour cure probability, i.e. the therapeutic index
relative to CLDR would be reduced.
Visser et al have examined whether theoretically
it might be possible to allow longer intervals
between fractions if the overall time of the PB is
longer than that of the CLDR which is being
replaced [128]. The indications are that, although
intensive, fractionation is always the safest option,
provided there is a small modification to the total
dose with PB, intervals of as long as 3 h may be
adequate if PB is used only as a component of
radical radiotherapy. Logistic benefits would
accrue if interfraction intervals could be extended
to 3 h, but there are risks of adverse effects.
Modelling studies show that any tissue with a
substantial fast-repair component (i.e. half-life less
than about 0.5 h) is likely to be more damaged by
PB than by CLDR [53, 123, 129, 130–132]. The
effect becomes more significant as the half-life
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Figure 10. Intercomparison of iso-effect lines for CLDR
and FHDR.

begins to approximate to the length of the pulse
duration, the PB then behaving more like FHDR
than CLDR [123]. However, if there are longer
half-life repair components present, the overall
effect is to some extent diluted and the practical
way to minimize such untoward effects is to keep
the dose per pulse small, ideally at around 0.5 Gy.
The PB equations for mono- and bi-exponential
repair kinetics are given in Appendix C. The mathematics appears daunting, but it is useful to note
that the calculation of BED where multiphasic
recovery exists can be accomplished using monophasic equations by following three logical steps,
as described by Haustermans et al [131].
(i) Using the specific time/pulse configuration,
calculate the RE value for each half-time component using the appropriate mono-phasic
equations [124, 133].
(ii) Calculate the ‘‘effective’’ RE for the multiphasic
case from a weighted summation of the individual RE values, the weighting factors being the
T he British Journal of Radiology, May 1998
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with this modality [54, 125, 133, 134]. Because the
clinical introduction of pulsed brachytherapy techniques has been based on theoretical assumptions,
the modelling predictions may require careful
empirical modification in the clinic. The results
from the departments which pioneer PB are thus
awaited with interest [135, 136].

Permanent implants

Figure 11. Variation of optimum dose/fraction with
geometrical sparing factor ( g). Calculated using
Equation (F4) (assumed (a/b)
=10 Gy; (a/b) =3
tumour
late
Gy. Thrice-weekly treatment is assumed, i.e. f=7/3 days).

fractional contribution of each assumed recovery half-life.
(iii) The BED for multiphasic recovery is obtained
by multiplying the total dose by the effective
RE.
(The attractiveness of this simple method is that it
may also be generally applied to CLDR and HDR.
The PB equations in step (i) simply being replaced
by those relevant to calculating mono-phasic REs
for the alternative modalities).
As discussed earlier, the geometrical form of a
brachytherapy treatment is always very relevant
and will also have a bearing in PB treatments.
Indeed, some of the potential difficulties identified
from animal experiments may be a consequence of
not maintaining exactly the same physical dose
distribution in the various arms which are being
compared [146, 147]. Nevertheless, with a large
number of variable physical parameters and a
number of ( largely unquantified) radiobiological
influences, it is more difficult to predict outcomes
T he British Journal of Radiology, May 1998

Several nuclides are used for permanent
implants, e.g. gold-198 (T =2.7 days), iodine-125
1/2
(T =60 days) and palladium-103 (T =17 days).
1/2
1/2
Ytterbium-169 (T =32 days) has also been sug1/2
gested [137, 138]. The use of decaying radionuclides complicates the usual dose rate effect
because the initial dose rate is governed by both
the dose which is to be delivered and the nuclide
half-life. For example, a permanent implant
delivering 70 Gy with gold-198 requires an initial
dose rate of 0.75 Gy h−1, whereas the much higher
dose of 160 Gy which is often specified for 125I
requires an initial dose-rate of only 0.08 Gy h−1.
The time taken to deliver the doses varies greatly;
with gold-198, half of any prescribed dose is delivered in less than 3 days; with iodine-125 it takes
60 days to deliver half the dose. Thus 125I implants
in particular would appear to be contraindicated
for tumours with short clonogen doubling times
(e.g. squamous cell carcinomas), being more appropriate for slow growing neoplasms (e.g. prostate
cancer).
The dose rate will eventually fall below that
required to prevent clonogenic proliferation [65,
139, 140], hence giving rise to the concept of
‘‘wasted dose’’ associated with permanent brachytherapy implants. The relevant equations are given
in Appendix D. Implants utilizing longer-lived
nuclides are more likely to involve a higher fraction
of wasted dose, but the amount may be reduced
by on-going tumour shrinkage. If shrinkage begins
soon after the application of a permanent brachytherapy implant then the dose rates received by
individual clusters of cells, because they can move
closer to the sources, may decrease with time at a
rate which is slower than that of the decay halflife [78]. This leads to substantial modification of
the relevant BED equations, as is outlined in
Appendix E. The implications are that nuclide T s
1/2
could be selected to match the ratio of the tumour
shrinkage and repopulation rates and there is
already experimental evidence that the choice of
radionuclide may influence tumour control [7].
Furthermore, from clinical observations, it has
been demonstrated that a rapid tumour shrinkage
rate may increase normal tissue toxicity [141].
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Combined teletherapy and brachytherapy
Combination treatments confer practical advantages, such as reducing the number of HDR brachytherapy fractions required. If the teletherapy and
brachytherapy BED values are summated to within
a tolerance value, the teletherapy provides a radiobiological ‘‘dilutional’’ effect which can offset suboptimal features of brachytherapy: the normal
tissues are protected by the homogenous dose of
hyperfractionated teletherapy and by the ‘‘small
volume’’ effect of brachytherapy. These considerations apply irrespective of whether the brachytherapy component is delivered as CLDR, FHDR, PB
or permanent implant [128].
Rarely, it may be necessary to treat by a combination of CLDR and HDR brachytherapy, for
example when CLDR treatment is not well tolerated and has to be discontinued. The remainder of
the treatment can then be given by HDR, the dose
fractionation being selected to maintain the originally prescribed iso-effect by LQ modelling
[142–145].

T umour volume changes
The decision as to whether brachytherapy is
best delivered before, after or during the teletherapy will depend on the tumour repopulation and
shrinkage rates [38, 142]. Teletherapy is frequently
given first to large treatment volumes which
include areas of potential microscopic tumour
infiltration and nodal metastases [142]. The primary tumour then shrinks and brachytherapy is
later given to a smaller tumour, which results in
an increased tumour dose providing the brachytherapy is prescribed at a standard distance.
The tumour BED will increase only if the tumour
cell doubling time is sufficiently long relative to
the tumour regression rate [79]. An adverse situation can occur when the tumour cell doubling
time is short and the regression rate is slow:
additional treatment modalities such as chemotherapy are then indicated in order to minimize
repopulation while allowing tumour shrinkage to
continue and then using brachytherapy when the
tumour is sufficiently small [142, 143].
Further allowance for the geometric conditions
of treatment, e.g. in the placement of line sources
in intralumenal therapy, show that poor source
positioning relative to the tumour centre can completely negate the potentially beneficial effect of
tumour shrinkage [39], such that brachytherapy
should be used during teletherapy. Similarly, the
optimal interfraction interval for HDR has been
shown to be related to the ratio of the regression
rate and the tumour effective doubling time. In the
majority of clinical situations, modelling studies
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predict that the interfraction interval should be
kept reasonably short [79].
For cervix cancer, steady state exponential
tumour volume regression commences during the
first week of teletherapy [143]. If the repopulation
rate does increase at around 21–28 days, due to
changes in cell loss factor or growth factor [146],
then brachytherapy should ideally be performed at
around this time when the dose benefits of tumour
shrinkage will not as yet be opposed by that effect.
Gene therapy protocols offer a future prospect for
prevention of accelerated repopulation, which
could then provide greater scope for using brachytherapy to very small residual tumour volumes at
longer time intervals after teletherapy.

Conclusion
At the experimental level there are increasing
reports of reproducible animal models which may
be used to investigate the biological basis of brachytherapy and to help confirm theoretical predictions.
This is a timely development since brachytherapy
has evolved largely empirically and a firmer understanding of the underlying scientific principles is
required if best use is to be made of the potentially
wide range of techniques now available.
Whereas relevant clinical deductions can be
made by mathematical modelling, the current
inability of laboratory experiments to provide
quick and reliable estimates of radiobiological parameters for individual patients precludes further
progress [147]. Further refinement in modelling
may help make brachytherapy more effective
through optimization of treatment delivery [96,
148]. This process will likely be aided by the
development of new radiobiological software, utilizing a combination of cell killing and integrated
response models. Improved imaging techniques,
together with accurate control and manipulation
of source dwell positions, will provide the ability
to shape radiation dose distributions to fit a wider
range of tumours and at previously inaccessible
anatomical sites. Increasing use of predictive radiobiological assays and knowledge of the parameter
variations in specific tumour sub-types should
improve selection of the patients who can most
benefit from existing treatment schedules, and
could allow more innovative approaches in individual cases. Eventually, genetic assays might provide
more reliable predictive data [92, 96, 149, 150].
With an increased scientific understanding and
technological capability, the prospect of optimal
individualized therapy, rather than standard treatment prescriptions for all patients, should emerge.
That will allow greater utilization of the concepts
discussed in this article.
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Appendix B: CL DR brachytherapy
For a CLDR regime delivered at dose-rate R
over time T , the formula for finding BED is:

C

BED=RT 1+

A

2R
1
1−
(1−e−mT)
m(a/b)
mT

BD
(B1)

where m is the recovery constant (assumed to be
mono-exponential) of sub-lethal damage.
When T is very short, Equation (B1) is equivalent to Equation (A1). For increasingly longer
values of T Equation (B1) successively simplifies to:

C

BED=RT 1+

A

2R
1
1−
m(a/b)
mT

BD

(B2)

and then to:

C

D

2R
m(a/b)

BED=RT 1+

(B3)

In cases where there is a multiphasic repair process
consisting of m exponentially repairing components with respective proportions a , such that:
i
m
∑ a =1
i
i=1
then the fraction of sub-lethally damaged lesions
at time t is

Appendices: Radiobiological equations for
application in brachytherapy

m
∑ a e−mti
i
i=1

Appendix A: HDR brachytherapy
For an HDR fractionated treatment consisting
of N fractions of magnitude d, BED is defined as
BED=Total Dose×Relative Effectiveness, i.e.

and Equation (B1) becomes:

C

BED=RT 1+

C

D

d
BED=Nd 1+
(a/b)

C

D

d
−KT
(a/b)

(A2)

where K is the dose equivalent of daily repopulation, defined in terms of intrinsic radiosensitivity
(a) and potential doubling time (T ) as:
pot
K=

0.693
aT
pot
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A BA

2R m a
i
∑
(a/b)
m
i
i=1

1−

(A1)

If the overall treatment time is T days, then the
tumour BED may be corrected for concurrent
tumour repopulation via:
BED=Nd 1+

(B4)

(A3)

BD

1−e−miT
mT
i
(B5)

Equation (B5) may be derived by following the
method of Dale [32].
For increasingly longer values of T , Equation
(B4) successively simplifies to:

C

BED=RT 1+

A BA

2R m a
i
∑
(a/b)
m
i
i=1

1−

1
mT
i

BD
(B6)

and then to:

C

BED=RT 1+

A BD

2R m a
i
∑
(a/b)
m
i
i=1

(B7)
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Appendix C: Pulsed brachytherapy
For N closely-spaced pulses, each of dose rate
R and duration T , the BED is calculated from:

C

BED=NRT 1+

A

2R
NY−SY 2
1−
m(a/b)
NmT

BD

(C1)

For a non-permanent implant with a decaying
source, removed after time T :
BED=

C

A−B
C

(D2)
where:

where:
S=

DA B

R
2R l
0 (1−e−lT) 1+
0
l
(m−l )(a/b)

A=

NK−K−NK2Z+KN+1ZN
(1−KZ)2

B=

Z=e−mT; Y =1−Z; K=e−mX

1
[1−e−2lT]
2l

1
[1−e−(m+l)T]
(m+l )
C=1−e−lT

and X is the radiation-free interval between pulses.
Equation (C1) assumes mono-exponential recovery kinetics. Where there is multiphasic recovery
the method of Haustermans et al may be used to
find the ‘‘effective’’ RE, the square bracketed term
in Equation (C1) being summed over all contributing half-lives, each weighted according to the
fractional preponderance of the particular halflives. If the recovery is bi-phasic and if the individual pulses are not each of the same magnitude, the
more complex equations of Millar et al [54] should
be used. When re-written in the above form these
become:

If the tumour shrinks exponentially with rate
constant z during the period of treatment then,
for HDR:

1
N
BED=D +
[a w(J, m )+a w(J, m )] ∑ d 2
T a/b 1
1
2
2
k
k=1
(C2)

and t is the average elapsed time between each
fraction.
For CLDR delivered over many hours:

Appendix E: T he incorporation of tumour
shrinkage eVects

C

BED=NdX 1+X

H

A B

C

BED=

A

B
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(E2)

C

D

R
2R (l−2z)
0 (1−e−lT ) 1+
0
eff
l
(m−l+2z)(a/b)
×[A(B−C )]

(E3)

where in this case:
A=

Appendix D: Brachytherapy involving decaying
sources

R
R
0
BED= 0 1+
l
(m+l )(a/b)

D

2RY
m(a/b)

where Y =1+zT .
(Note the respective correspondence between
Equations (E1) and (A1), and Equations (E2)
and (B3)).
For a permanent implant within a shrinkage
tumour:

B=

For a permanent implant delivering an initial
dose rate of R , and involving a nuclide with decay
0
constant l, BED is given as:

(E1)

X=1+(N−1)zt

BED=RT Y 1+

G

D

where:

where:
N
∑ {V−W }
2
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N
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k
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dt2
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1
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exp [−m(t −t )]
j i
i j dt dt
m
i j
i=1
×[exp(mdt )−1]×[exp(−mdt )−1]
i
j
t is the time at which the ith fraction begins, dt is
i
i
irradiation duration of the ith fraction, and d is
k
the dose delivered in the kth fraction.

d
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and:
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For longer-lived radionuclides, R is generally
0
small, and Equation (E3) simplifies to:

C

A BD

K
R −K+K ln
0
R
0
BED$
(l−2z)

(E4)

When the tumour and critical normal tissue
each receive the same total dose and dose/fraction,
the optimum dose/fraction (d) may be determined
as the solution of:

Since the daily dose equivalent of repopulation for
the tumour is given by Equation (A3), Equations
(F1) and (F2) may be simplified by dividing
throughout by aT , and substituting K (the dosepot
equivalent of the repopulation rate in Gy day−1)
where appropriate, i.e. Equation (F1) becomes:

A

1−

B

(a/b)
late d2−2f Kd−(a/b) f K=0
late
(a/b)
tum
(F3)

−aT )d2+1.386fd+0.693f k=0
pot
pot
(F1)

where a and b are the respective linear and quadratic radiosensitivity coefficients for the tumour,
T is the tumour potential doubling time, k is the
pot
a/b ratio for the critical normal tissue. Factor f is
the average time interval between each fraction,
obtained by dividing the number of fractions delivered each week into 7.
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(BkT −agT )z2+1.386fgz+0.693f k=0
pot
pot
(F2)

Appendix F: T he determination of optimum
dose per fraction

(bkT

Where normal tissue sparing occurs, with the
normal tissue receiving fraction g of the dose to
the tumour ( g<1), the optimum tumour dose/
fraction (z) is the solution of:

and Equation (E2) becomes:

A

g−

B

(a/b)
late z2−2fgKz−(a/b) f K=0
late
(a/b)
tum
(F4)

Although respectively identical to Equations (F1)
and (F2), the last two equations are easier to use
because they do not require individual values of a,
b and T to be known.
pot
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